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About This Game

Gravity Ghost is a peaceful gravity hopper: Run, jump, and orbit your way through a handpainted galaxy. Join Iona the ghost as
she searches for her lost best friend, the ghost fox. Explore a shattered galaxy and rescue its survivors, armed with powerups and
mysterious terraforming powers. Meet the 7 magical guardians and best their challenges. There's no killing, no dying, no way to

fail. Just hours of blissing out to buttery-smooth gravity goodness.

Features

100+ Levels of unique gravity challenges

10+ magical powerups, including a gravity-warping 'terraforming' mechanic

Dynamic new soundtrack from the composer of FTL: Faster than Light

Beautiful handpainted graphics and wildly original creatures

Voice acting by Logan Cunningham, Ash Burch, and Sarah Elmaleh
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25+ minutes of fully animated story, hidden throughout game

Keyboard, mouse, and controller support

Optional English subtitles

Available For Windows, Mac, and Linux

Steam Achievements
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Title: Gravity Ghost
Genre: Indie
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Ivy Games
Publisher:
Ivy Games
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You can enjoy the story accompanied by exciting music and handsome barrage

The plot is simple and short but fascinating

I wonder what happens to Misty after that

Looking forward to the sequel\uff01
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Thumbs down because 9.99$ is too much for this DLC.. Arkanoid meets Binding of Isaac, so ♥♥♥♥ing worth it!. After just 5
minutes, I already love this very fresh feeling shmup. Cool graphics, great tunes & sound effects, precise controls and a
surprising degree of depth in gameplay and scoring. The game actually rewards you for taking risks, so you can either play it
safe or live dangerously and rack up high scores.

Very, very solid!. Enjoyable fun puzzle\/memory game. First mode is composed of various match 2 tile puzzles of increasing
difficulty, where you match 2 tiles with a maximum of 3 straight lines. Second mode is more of a memory game with the tiles
hidden by a question mark, which you can reveal for a few seconds by clicking each tile and trying to find a match under the
same 3 line rule of the first mode. The second mode becomes more difficult towards the later puzzles as it puts your memory to
the test with a larger number of hidden tiles. In both modes, once you reach the maximum possible tile matches in a given
puzzle, the remaining tiles will auto-shuffle until you finish the puzzle, which is nice. If you enjoy word search type games or
games that test your memory, you should enjoy this.. Like the idea of the game but it's frustrating, you either run out of money
or run out of time for your missions. Some difficult setting or a little adjustment to the time would do fine. There is only a
campaign mode at the moment.. This game is delightfully fun and really WTF!

Of course if one is looking for realism and an AAA this is not the right way.The game is "high speed" and it put me under a
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furious stress.The time phaser is AMAZING and i've not really like SUPER HOT but here it serves only to ENJOY me to have
fun in crazy actions scenes.Once i have won skill , i take a big delight and i want to play more.Level are very beautiful
graphically if we have a different eye ( not only AAA).I recommend this game (which is my first purchase on STEAM) because
sometimes a simple little thing is so effective an just Fun and i love indie.
GREAT !!. The best VR boxing game I have ever played.
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Well I put quite a few hours into this game. For what it is, it's not bad at all. All the negetive reviews have less than an hour so I
wouldn't even think about listening to them.
Pros-
-Decent price
-Decent graphics (I really dont care about graphics, heck I think half life one looks good.)
-Some fun and challanging single player levels like protecting a crown from getting shot off its stand, making towers that have
to survive for 20 seconds without falling, making a bridge for a ball to roll acrossed (sounds boring but it gets crazy), and some
other things.
-The TNT is pretty cool
-You can move the block up and down or left and right if you hold down the left mouse button while placing so its not limited
(if it on a flat serface it goes up and down, side of something left and right)
-The newest update added more short cuts and a reset button
-Theres probably more but I cant remember

Cons-
-Needs trangles for ramps
-Multiplayer is empty because no one really plays.
-Takes to long to get from the menu to a game, but there might be a reason.

Thats all the important stuff I could think of, Also I saw a review that says rockets that point up but they do you just press R or
go into options (people need to look at the interface more). I wasn't to sure about buying this game at first but its worth it to me
and I'd say buy the game if you like physics, building and explosives.

Update 11\/15\/2016
Game is pretty much dead as of now, the dev hasnt been online in over 140 days.
I wont expect any updates for a while if ever but its still good for whats here.

Update 3\/25\/2017
The dev has been offline for 271 days of now and I guess you could say the game is completely dead.. Thanks so much for this
Amazing Collection Soundtrack!
We love Great Games!
We love Great Music!
We Love You So Much Developers, Musicians and Publishers, Thanks a lot for these Masterpieces! <3 ^^

Best Regards from Colombia!. This is an old, but good game series. This Collection comes with four games, Jewel Quest, Jewel
Quest II, Jewel Quest III, and Jewel Quest Mysteries: Curse of the Emerald Tear. The first three are Match-3 games, while the
Mysteries title adds Hidden Object and other types to the gaming experience.

This is a fine collection, and if you have the nostalgia, well-worth the price.. This isn't a puzzle game; it's a horrendous pile of
split-second platforming garbage.. This game is incredibely cute and funny. I don't remember where I saw this game, but
immediately told my friend if she wanted to get me something for Christmas this would be it. The writing is hilarious, there's no
plot holes, would recommend any day.. I slapped an\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665for over an hour and got PAST rank one,
I am now negative rank. It is glorious
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